Striped Fabric Tree Glider
Package Contents
Make sure all parts are present & place
them side by side for easy identification.
PART

1
2
3
4
5

NAME
Seat
Cover
Hanging
Kit
Support
Tubes
Fabric
Seat
Carry
Bag

push-pin

QTY

x1
x2
x1
x1
x1

Before Assembly:
1. Take the Tree Glider out of the box
and check the material. If the
material has any structural damage
(weakness) such as rips or tears at
the seams, stop use immediately.
2.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Step 3
Push down on the push-pins of each of
the 4 sections of the Support Tubes
into each other.
Tip: Use a flathead screwdriver if you are
uncomfortable using your fingers to press down
on the push-pin locks of the Support Tubes.

Other Safety Precautions:
Step 1
Lay down all 4 sections of the Support
Tubes & Rope as illustrated above.

INCLUDES
REMOVEABLE
WASHABLE
SEAT COVER

Step 4
Center the Seat Cover on the Fabric
seat. With the Seat Cover’s hook & loop
fasteners, connect it to the fabric slots.

Confirm that the supporting
structure is secure. Examples: Fix
the swing on two branches of a tree;
if only a single branch, then it
should be at least a 37”
circumference; swing set or another
strong fixing point or frame.

3. Inspect the Tree Glider, support
structure and the hanging hardware
(hanging kit) for defects including
but not limited to: unexpected bents
in the tubes; unwoven strains or
excessive twisting in the tree glider
ropes; rust or tears in the hanging
kit; rotten or rusty supporting
structure; etc.

For Hanging Kit Instructions, please
see next page. The hanging kit is
composed of set of (2) hanging straps
with end loops; each strap has a
heavy-duty carabiner clip at one end.

If you are not familiar with construction,
hardware or the use of tools, please use a
qualified general contractor to install.
Improper installation may cause injury.
Proceed carefully and take your time getting
into and out of your Tree Glider. Tree Gliders
may tip if your weight isn’t centered. Do not
jump on a Tree Glider since it is not a
trampoline. Excessive swinging and other
rough play may result in falls and may wear
out your Tree Glider and hardware
prematurely. Small children should not play
unsupervised
in
your Tree
Glider.

Product Warranty:

Product Fully
Assembled

Step 2
Begin sliding each of the 4 Support
Tubes through the fabric slots along
the outside of the Fabric Seat

All
Bliss
Hammock
products
are
guaranteed against manufacturing defects
for 1 full year from the date of purchase.
Damage caused by the environment,
improper use, or improper care and
maintenance
is
not
covered
*Guarantee excludes clearance/closeout
items, non-retail, private sales, and auction
website sales.

Made in China
We i g h t C a p a ci ty: 2 5 0 l b s ( 1 1 3 .4 kg s)

Striped Fabric Tree Glider
HANGING KIT INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1
Find a support structure such as the ones mentioned in the “Before
Assembly” section on the first page. Make sure the support structure is at
least 60” above the ground.

Step 2
Wrap each strap around the support structure. Distance each strap the width of
the Tree Glider Rope Loops when perpendicular to the ground (~40”). Thread
the heavy-duty carabiner clip strap end through the other end loop to secure
straps. Attach the Tree Glider Rope Loops to each heavy-duty carabiner clip.
Adjusting Height: Remove the Tree Glider Rope Loops from the heavy-duty
carabiner clips. Wrap the straps around the support structure until the Tree
Glider is at least 2 feet off the ground.

support structure
At least 37”
circumference.

~40” Apart

Height is at least 60”
above the ground.

Tree Glider
Rope Loops

